
1. Thread two fixture mounting screws through the mounting plate, then secure them with two lock 
    nuts. Adjust the length of the fixture mounting screws if necessary.
    Note: Make sure that the fixture mounting screws are lined up horizontally, to ensure that the 
    fixture will be level.
2. Attach the mounting plate to the outlet box by using two mounting screws.
3. Pull out the outlet wires and the house grounding wire from the outlet box. Make wire connections 
    using the wire nuts:
    ---Connect the two black wires from the fixture to the black wire from the power source.
    ---Connect the two white wires from the fixture to the white wire from the power source.
    ---Attach the fixture grounding wire to the mounting plate with the green grounding screw. 
       Then connect it to the house grounding wire with a wire nut.
     Carefully put the wires back into the outlet box.
4. Attach the back plate to the mounting plate by inserting the fixture mounting screws, then secure 
    it with two ball nuts.
5. Attach the glass shades onto the glass holder, secure it with the spacer and socket ring.
6. Install bulbs (not included). See relamping label at socket area or packaging for maximum 
    allowed wattage.
7. Attach the anti-knocking glass onto the socket.
8. Turn on the power at the main fuse or circuit breaker box.
     Warning: The lamp is hot. Do not touch the bulb with fingers. It's extremely important to keep the 
     bulb clean. Any dust or sweat may damage the bulb immediantely. If accidently touched or dirty, 
     clean with fabric carefully.
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ASSEMBLY  AND  INSTALLATION 
                INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING: BE SURE TO SHUT OFF POWER AT THE MAIN FUSE OR CIRCUIT
BREAKER BOX BEFORE INSTALLING OR SERVICING THIS FIXTURE.

NOTE: 1. Before installing, consult local electrical codes for wiring and grounding requirements.   
            2. READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.  
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Bulb G9 Max.75W
       (included)

Anti-Knocking Glass

Spacer

Contents of Spare Parts:

Assembly Kit
(1 SET)
(4398MM)

   Bulb
(2 PCS)
(8050HL)

Anti-Knocking Glass
     (2 PCS)
   (9107FR)

 Glass Shade
     (2 PCS)
   (9269FO)

Socket


